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Abstract

The present document is a report of the work done by Luca Giambastiani from
August to November 2020, in the context of the INFN 21706/2019 scholarship. The
goals of such work were the implementation of a bidirectional communication be-
tween host PC and FPGA boards using PCIe gen3 DMA, and the porting of the ex-
isting Arria V based design onto the Stratix 10 FPGA (mod. 1SG280HN2F43E2VG)
installed on the Nallatech 520N boards.

1 Overview of the RETINA project

The RETINA is a R&D for real-time tracking at 30 MHz on FPGA [1],[2],[3],[4]. From the
point of view of the hardware, it consists of an array of commercial boards, each equipped
with an FPGA, installed in the LHCb Event Builder subsystem (EB). The EB is a server
farm designed specifically for the readout of detectors and for the event building. Each
server is equipped with up to three DAQ board (called PCIe40) from which it receives
data from the detectors [5]. Each sub-detector of the experiment is assigned to a given
amount of EB nodes. Therefore each single event (that is, data of a pp collision) is read
by a large number of nodes, so that each one owns only a little amount of the event
data. An exchange of data is necessary to collect all the information of an event into
one EB node. This process is called Event Building, hence the name of the farm. An
optical network, called EB Network, connecting all the nodes of the farm is used for this
purpose. Data comes in each EB node’s memory by means of the PCIe40 board, and are
then sent to the RETINA board of the node. All the RETINA boards exchange the data
amongst themselves by means of another dedicated optical full-mesh network, allowing
for a fast track-finding. Reconstructed track candidates are then sent back to the EB
node’s memory, together with the original data. Finally the building process takes place,
with track candidates treated like raw data coming from a detector. See figure 1 for a
schematic overview of the EB and its relationship with the RETINA.

All data transfers between boards and server’s memory are implemented through the
PCIe gen3 DMA. The boards used are of the x16 type, for a bandwidth of almost 128
Gb/s each. While the PCIe40 has only to send data to the memory, the RETINA boards
need to perform data transfers in both directions. The stream for writing data back into
memory is called MAIN stream hereafter, and has been adapted from the design made for
the PCIe40, before the beginning of this work. The opposite stream, called RTNA stream,
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Figure 1: Schematic overview of the EB and its relationship with the RETINA. Data
from the detectors comes to the PCIe40 board, which writes them in the server memory
and send a copy to the RETINA board (Tracking Board in the figure). The Patch Panel
represents the RETINA full-mesh optical network. The Event Builder Network is the
optical network used for event reconstruction.

although based on the same design, is much different because of the opposite direction of
data transfers. The work described in this document is about the realization of a firmware
implementing both streams, to be used for the implementation of the RETINA.

1.1 Boards and FPGA involved

The PCIe40 board is equipped with an Arria 10 FPGA and, as stated before, features
only the MAIN stream. Currently it is planned to implement the RETINA on commercial
boards, but there is still no defined model.

During this work a firmware was available, based on a A5PL FPGA board by Bittware
Inc. equipped with an Arria V FPGA [6]. This firmware featured, from the beginning of
the activity, a working MAIN stream, entirely based on the analogous firmware developed
for the PCIe40 (it has been ported from Arria 10 to Arria V). A RTNA stream was added
to the firmware but was not working at the beginning of this scholarship. Its completion
is one of the main goals of the activity. It should also be verified that simultaneous
transmission in both directions can be achieved without interference, both in terms of
bandwidth and data integrity.

Recently the LHCb Pisa group decided to study the feasibility and the performance
of the Nallatech 520N board, based on the Stratix 10 FPGA [7]. This should have more
computing power and more bandwidth with respect to the previous Bittware board. The
use of the Nallatech board implies the fact that the firmware have to be ported from Arria
V to Stratix 10. Since the Nallatech has never been used before, one would want to try it
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with an example design to verify if it works correctly and if we are able to program the
FPGA with the compiled firmware, before porting the overall firmware.

1.2 Goals of the work

The RTNA stream didn’t work at the beginning of this scholarship, and its completion was
one of the goals. The following goal was to transfer data in both directions simultaneously,
to ensure the correct operation of the DMA without interference between the two streams.
Next, one would want to implement the described firmware in the Nallatech board to
ensure its feasibility in hardware, before implementing the full RETINA infrastructure.

In conclusion, there were three goals:

• Concluding the implementation of the RTNA stream;

• Short-circuit the output of the RTNA stream with the input of the MAIN stream to
validate the operations of the RTNA stream and to check the simultaneous operation
of DMA in both directions;

• Port the firmware to the Stratix 10 chip in order to implement the short-circuited
streams in the Nallatech board and test theme in the real environment.

2 Folders structure

This chapter describes the structure of the folders containing the firmware and the sim-
ulation environments. They are in the /home/git/ folder of the lhcb-hot server. A list
of the main folders:

• lhcb-daq40-firmware: it contains the files used in the QuartusR© projects.

• lhcb-daq40-firmware pre 4eb2bf7d: it is a copy of the former as it was before
the commit done at the end of the work described in this document (see Sec. 3.3).

• bitt brd design: it contains the firmware used for the simulation of the Arria V
project with QuestaSimTM.

• nallatech brd design: it contains the firmware used for the simulation of the new
Stratix 10 project with QuestaSimTM.

• test 3004: it contains the QuartusR© project for the Arria V based design.

• nallatech: it contains the QuartusR© project for the new Stratix 10 based design.

• trash: its content can be removed.

Note that the Arria V based project is for QuartusR© standard 16.1, while the Stratix 10
one is for QuartusR© Pro 20.1.

Additionally, other important folders are located in /home/:
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• s10_x16_example_design: it contains the PCIe x16 example design created with
QuartusR© Pro 20.1 for the Nallatech board.

• s10_x16_example_design_18.1: it contains the PCIe x16 example design created
with QuartusR© Pro 18.1 for the Nallatech board.

• s10_x8_example_design: it contains the PCIe x8 example design created with
QuartusR© Pro 20.1 for the Nallatech board.

• s10_x8_example_design_18.1: it contains the PCIe x8 example design created
with QuartusR© Pro 18.1 for the Nallatech board.

The reason why there are two versions for each example designs is because the Stratix 10
has a novel feature, called Secure Device Manager (SDM), which allows the FPGA only
to load firmware compiled with a certain version of QuartusR©. On startup, the Stratix
10 FPGA loads firmware from the user flash, which is compiled with a certain version
of QuartusR©, and then it is able to load only firmware compiled with the same version.
This restriction also applies for firmware loaded directly into the FPGA via USB-Blaster
(which is integrated in the Nallatech board). The majority of the work has been done
with QuartusR© Pro 20.1, while the BIST (Built-In Self Test) pre-installed in the flash has
been compiled with QuartusR© Pro 18.1. To load firmware from a different version, one
should set a jumper on the board, so to avoid automatic loading of the firmware from
the flash memory on startup. This allows to load firmware without the aforementioned
limitation. Instead, we chose to redo both example designs with QuartusR© Pro 18.1. For
more information refer to the Nallatech 520N user guide1.

2.1 Arria V simulation

The main folder of the Arria V based simulation is /home/git/bitt_brd_design/rtna_
stream/work/hdl/modules/pcie/dma_ecs/. Inside this folder there are all the .vhd files
of the firmware. Some of the most important files:

• pcie top x8.vhd: the top entity, which instantiates the controller and the PCIe
Hard-IP;

• dma ctrl.vhd: the DMA controller;

• dma daq rstream.vhd: the RTNA stream firmware;

• .dma daq rstream orig.vhd: a copy of the RTNA stream firmware as it was before
the beginning of this scholarship;

• .dma daq rstream.vhd orig: a copy of the RTNA stream firmware as it was before
being debugged with the tests in the real hardware (see Sec. 3.3);

• dma daq stream.vhd: the MAIN stream firmware;

1Available in /usr/share/nallatech/520n_htile/bist/docs on lhcb-hot.
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• qsys pcie dma ecs x8 wrapper.vhd: the VHDL entity declaration of the wrapper
of the PCIe Hard-IP component;

• dma pkg.vhd: it contains a set of type declarations;

• dma regmap pkg.vhd: it contains a set of constant definitions;

• pcie dma ecs.qip: it contains the list of the files to be used by QuestaSimTM.

The sim/ folder contains a set of verilog files used by QuestaSimTM to set up a sim-
ulation of the PCIe root complex. Only one file is used by the simulation, which one
is specified in the file /home/git/bitt_brd_design/rtna_stream/work/hdl/rootport_

hwtcl/submodules/altpcietb_bfm_rp_gen3_x8.v.

• pcie40 daq test.v can be used for the simulation of the MAIN stream only;

• pcie40 rtna daq test.v can be used for the simulation of both streams in short-
circuit;

• pcie40 rtna daq test orig.v is a copy of the former as it was before the beginning
of this scholarship. It can be used to simulate the RTNA stream only.

The folder arriav/ contains the PCIe and PLL IPs for the Arria V FPGA. The
simulation is, indeed, based on the Arria V design. qsys pcie dma ecs x8 wrapper.vhd

contains the architecture of the PCIe wrapper, whose entity was declared in the homonym
file in the parent directory. arriav/sim/tb/x8/sim_top.sv is the simulation top entity,
which instantiates the firmware top entity and the testbench (that is, the simulated PCIe
root complex).

The .do file loaded by QuestaSimTM at startup is /home/git/bitt_brd_design/

rtna_stream/work/work/wave0.do.

2.2 QuartusR© projects

The QuartusR© project file for the Nallatech Stratix 10 based project is /home/git/

nallatech/retina/retina_stratix_10.qpf.
The QuartusR© project file for the Bittware Arria V based project is /home/git/test_

3004/other_a5pl_pcie_dma_ecs_quartus/other_a5pl_pcie_dma_ecs.qpf.
The files of the firmware, related to both projects, are located in various subfolders

of /home/git/lhcb-daq40-firmware/. Device-specific files are located in a stratixx

folder, similarly for different devices. Unlike the simulation, here the files pcie_top_x8.

vhd, pcie_dma_ecs.qip, qsys_pcie_dma_ecs_x8_wrapper.vhd and qsys_pcie_dma_ecs_

x8_wrapper_arch.vhd are contained in the arriav and stratixx folders, being different
for the two devices (see also Sec. 4.2). The folder /home/git/lhcb-daq40-firmware/

modules/pcie/dma_ecs/ contains the same .vhd files in /home/git/bitt_brd_design/

rtna_stream/work/hdl/modules/pcie/dma_ecs/.
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3 Work on the Arria V simulation

All modifications made on the simulated firmware during this work are marked with the
comment --Luca and can be therefore easily traced back.

3.1 RTNA stream

As stated before, the RTNA stream was already implemented in the simulated design, but
was not working. To fix it, some modifications in dma_daq_rstream.vhd were required.
The RTNA stream had also another minor issue, regarding the timings of output data, its
valid signal and the address from which such data are read. This caused the first output
value to be ’U’ (undefined) and the lost of the last data packet. This problem has been
solved.

3.2 Short-circuited streams

After fixing the RTNA stream, a test was made to see if both streams are able to perform
transactions at the same time without interference. This can be done by short circuiting
the two streams, so that data arriving into the FPGA from the RTNA stream are imme-
diately sent back to the server via the MAIN stream. To short circuit the two streams,
their output and input ports have been connected together inside pcie top x8.vhd.2 The
verilog file (pcie40 rtna daq test.v) has also been modified to enable both streams. At
the time of writing, it is the file specified for the use in simulation.

To simulate the RTNA stream only, one can simply force (in QuestaSimTM) the signal
mmr enable to ’0’ in the MAIN stream and the signal src ready to ’1’ in the RTNA
stream, without changing any file.

The simulation of the firmware in the short-circuited configuration does not work
correctly. An interference between DMA transactions of the two streams is suspected to
be the cause. The RTNA stream performs correctly the first three DMA transfers, then
locks. To be more detailed, the PCIe Hard-IP does not notify the completion of the fourth
to the controller and the RTNA stream stalls. Therefore, the MAIN stream performs the
first three DMA transfers and then stops because of lack of data.

3.2.1 Regeneration of simulation testbed

A test was made to see if the regeneration of the testbed used in simulation was able to
solve the problem. This testbed is used by QuestaSimTM to simulate the behaviour of the
PCIe root-complex of the host server. One can regenerate IPs by launching the following
command inside the /home/git/bitt_brd_design/rtna_stream/work/hdl folder:
/home/Quartus/quartus/sopc\_builder/bin/ip-generate \

--component_name=altera_pcie_tbed \

--output-directory=./rootport_hwtcl/ \

--system-info=DEVICE_FAMILY=Stratix\ V \

2At first, the connections were inside dma ctrl.vhd, but afterwards they have been remade in the top
entity for completeness.
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--component-parameter=apps_type_hwtcl=7 \

--component-parameter=gen123_lane_rate_mode_hwtcl=Gen3\ \(8.0\ Gbps\) \

--component-parameter=lane_mask_hwtcl=x8 \

--component-parameter=pld_clk_MHz=250 \

--component-parameter=port_type_hwtcl=Native\ endpoint \

--component-parameter=serial_sim_hwtcl=0 \

--component-parameter=millisecond_cycle_count_hwtcl=124250 \

--component-parameter=pll_refclk_freq_hwtcl=100\ MHz \

--component-parameter=deemphasis_enable_hwtcl=false \

--component-parameter=ecrc_check_capable_hwtcl=0 \

--component-parameter=ecrc_gen_capable_hwtcl=0 \

--component-parameter=enable_pipe32_phyip_ser_driver_hwtcl=1 \

--component-parameter=use_crc_forwarding_hwtcl=1 \

--component-parameter=enable_pipe32_sim_hwtcl=0 \

--component-parameter=enable_tl_only_sim_hwtcl=0 \

--report_file=spd:./rootport_hwtcl.spd \

--file-set=SIM_VERILOG \

--verbose

This will create a rootport hwtcl folder containing the recreated IPs. This command
uses the ip-generate tool, part of the QuartusR© Standard 16 suite.

The file submodules/altpcietb_bfm_rp_gen3_x8.v, located inside rootport hwtcl,
must be modified manually to include the correct verilog file in the sim/ directory (see
section 2.1). The file submodules/altpcied_sv_hwtcl.sv must be replaced with /home/

Quartus/ip/altera/altera_pcie/altera_pcie_hip_ast_ed/altpcied_sv_hwtcl.sv.
This had no effect on the simulation.

Noting that the --system-info parameter above was equal to Stratix V, another test
was made with this parameter set to Arria V (since the simulation is Arria V based), but
this also had no effect. Both regenerated folders had been placed inside /home/git/trash
and the original is kept.

3.3 Test in real hardware

Following the idea of the previous section, according to which the problem could be
caused by a bug in the root complex simulation, the following test was to compile the
firmware with the short-circuited streams and write it into the FPGA, to make a test in
the real hardware. In this way the server can interact with the board, in particular the
user can write data to the board and read them back, checking the consistency of data
transmission. For this test, a driver and a user program must be used. These are based
on the corresponding ones made for the PCIe40 board. The adaptation to our firmware
has been made by Andrea Contu and Mirco Dorigo.

Thanks to this test, some problems were found. A first issue regards the behaviour
of read and write pointers, related to the host buffer, for the RTNA stream. The read
pointer is updated by the firmware and marks the region in the host buffer up to which the
firmware has read data; the write pointer, instead, is updated by the user program through
the driver and marks the point up to which the host buffer has been filled with data. The
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RTNA stream firmware incremented continuously the read pointer, meaning that it is
reading data, even if the write pointer is fixed to 0. This is not good since the RTNA
firmware should read data that have been written, so the read pointer must be less than
or equal to the write pointer. To solve this issue, the FSM inside dma daq rstream.vhd

has been modified in order to keep the FPGA from reading if data available is less than
the dimension of a DMA bundle, equal to 32 KiB.

While committing the modifications of the lhcb-daq40-firmware repository at the
end of the scholarship, we found that some parameters in the PCIe IP of the Arria
V firmware were wrong, since the remote copy of the repository contains modifications
that were not included in the local copy (that is, the lhcb-daq40-firmware directory in
lhcb-hot). Thanks to Federico Lazzari, such problem has been solved. Before fixing this
problem, a backup copy of the directory has been done, called lhcb-daq40-firmware_

pre_4eb2bf7d. Recompiling the firmware and loading it into the FPGA, we saw that
data received back from the MAIN stream are similar to those sent through the RTNA
stream, but some adjustment is still required.

4 Porting of the Arria V based project to Stratix 10

A new QuartusR© project, done with QuartusR© Pro 20.1, has been created inside /home/

git/nallatech/retina. It is based on the previous Arria V based project. The five IPs
contained in the Arria V project must be adapted for the Stratix 10. This is not straight-
forward since many IPs are different for the two chips and cannot be converted automat-
ically. The five IPs are in these files in /home/git/lhcb-daq40-firmware/modules/:

• build_id/arriav/build_id_rom.qsys

• chip_id/arriav/chip_id_ram.qsys

• chip_id/arriav/chip_id.qsys

• pcie/dma_ecs/arriav/pcie_pll_av.qsys

• pcie/dma_ecs/arriav/qsys_pcie_dma_ecs_x8.qsys

The corresponding Stratix 10 IPs are placed in the stratixx folder. The new top entity,
called h520 top, is contained in the file /home/git/lhcb-daq40-firmware/profiles/

other/h520/pcie/dma_ecs/top.vhd.

4.1 Recreation of the PCIe Hard-IP for Stratix 10

The PCIe Hard-IP contains various sub-components, some of which are Arria V specific
and not implemented inside the Stratix 10 chip. Therefore, a new IP system has been
recreated, getting inspired by the one made for the Arria V. Some problems were encoun-
tered, related to sub-components no more available in the Stratix 10 or with a different
behaviour. Some sub-components were related to transceivers reconfiguration, these are
no more needed for the Stratix 10 and, therefore, are not added in the new IP system.
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Another problem arised from the “Avalon On-Chip memory” IP, of which several
instances were used as a dual-port dual-clock RAM with Avalon-MM interfaces. The
dual-clock option is no more available for the Stratix 10 chip. This option is important
for the firmware since the two ports of these RAMs are connected to the PCIe Hard-IP
and to the DMA controller, running respectively at 250 MHz and 220 MHz. The 250 MHz
clock speed of the PCIe Hard-IP is fixed, corresponding to the clock frequency of the PCIe
gen3 standard. A lower clock speed for the controller is useful because it gives more room
for timing closure during compilation.

A first solution to the problem was to run all the RAMs at the 250 MHz PCIe clock
and placing a “Clock-Crossing Bridge” as clock adapter between one of its ports and
the connections with the DMA controller. The signals exported from the IP system are
memory mapped (MM) Avalon interfaces, that are composed of more individual signals;
each one of these individual signals must be connected to the corresponding port of the
DMA controller (which is a VHDL entity). The first problem faced with the CC bridge
is the fact that its Avalon MM interface has different signals (a different template) from
that of the on-chip memory. Adapting the corresponding ports of the controller is not
feasible since the firmware has been written considering the interface of the memory: it
would require significative efforts.

To solve the problem of the different template, a way explored involved the usage
of an appropriate translation system. Translation systems are widely used by QuartusR©

internally to the PCIe IP system to connect Avalon-MM interfaces with different tem-
plates. This approach later proved to be not feasible because such translators cannot be
generated by the user. QuartusR© decides automatically where they must be instantiated
into the IP system. Copying an already existing translator is not possible since there is
no translator of the type required already present in the IP system.

Moreover, the usage of the CC bridge between memory and controller may present
further problems. Indeed, the bridge contains FIFOs that are read and written with
different clocks, which introduce a delay. This should be avoided because the controller
assumes that read data from the memory are available one clock cycle after the address
has been set. This close operation between controller and memory is not possible with a
FIFO in between.

The final solution adopted is to place the bridge between the memory and the PCIe
Hard-IP, so to leave a close connection between controller and memory. In this configu-
ration, memories run at 220 MHz.

4.2 Other modifications

The new PCIe IP system has different ports with respect to the older version. In
particular, the main differences regard the pcie_hip_pipe exported interface of the
Hard-IP component. Signals of which it is made of are present in the entity proto-
type of the PCIe IP system, therefore corresponding ports must be present in the wrap-
per entity, to allow the connection with other components. Previously, the wrapper
was contained in two files: qsys_pcie_dma_ecs_x8_wrapper.vhd, containing the entity
declaration, and arriav/qsys_pcie_dma_ecs_x8_wrapper.vhd, containing the architec-
ture. This allowed to have the same entity declaration with different architectures, if
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needed. Since the newer version requires a different entity declaration, both files (en-
tity and architecture) have been moved into the arriav folder; the architecture has been
renamed qsys_pcie_dma_ecs_x8_wrapper_arch.vhd. Moreover, since the wrapper is
instantiated inside pcie_top_x8.vhd, a different version of this is required. The file
pcie_dma_ecs.qip, which contains the list of .vhd files to be used by QuartusR©, must
also be different for the two projects. In the lhcb-daq40-firmware directory there are
the arriav and stratixx folders, both containing qsys_pcie_dma_ecs_x8_wrapper.vhd,
qsys_pcie_dma_ecs_x8_wrapper_arch.vhd, pcie_top_x8.vhd and pcie_dma_ecs.qip.

At the time of writing, the Stratix 10 firmware needs further adjustments, since
QuartusR© Pro 20.1 is not able to compile it, giving errors.

5 Set-up of the Stratix 10 simulation

A simulation of the Stratix 10 firmware has been created, to verify its operation before the
implementation in the FPGA. It is particularly useful to verify the behaviour of the new
PCIe IP system (see Sec. 4.1). It is located in the /home/git/nallatech_brd_design/

directory. Its structure resembles closely that of the Arria V based simulation: the main
folder is /home/git/nallatech_brd_design/work/hdl/modules/pcie/dma_ecs/, con-
taining also a stratixx directory (analogous to the arriav directory of the Arria V
simulation).

Differently from the Arria V based simulation, here the work/work folder contains only
wave0.do. work/work is used by QuestaSimTM as a working directory, where it stores
temporary files, but in this simulation QuestaSimTM complained about this folder in an
unclear way. Changing its working directory to work (which can be set in /home/git/

nallatech_brd_design/nallatech_brd_design.hdp), QuestaSimTM seems to be more
comfortable. However, this setting is not technically correct and should be corrected as
soon as the cause of such strange behaviour is found.

The files contained in the rootport hwtcl folder has been created with the option
“Generate Testbench System” in the “Generate” menu, after opening the PCIe IP system
with “Platform Designer”. Some of the files generated have the same name of those
contained in the rootport hwtcl directory of the old project, and have been copied into
the new rootport hwtcl folder.

The new PCIe qsys has different ports with respect to the older version. In particular,
the main differences regard the pcie hip pipe interface of the “Intel Stratix 10 Hard-IP
for PCIe Express” IP component. These ports should be connected to the root complex
of the host server, so some signals have been created to connect such ports to the top
entity (located in the profiles directory), passing through pcie top x8.vhd. Since
this is a simulation the top entity will be connected to the simulated root complex. This
connection is done inside /home/git/nallatech_brd_design/work/hdl/modules/pcie/
dma_ecs/stratixx/sim/tb/x8/sim_top.sv.

At the time of writing, this simulation environment still needs further adjustment,
since QuestaSimTM is not able to start the simulation and gives errors. The reason is not
clear, but the main doubts are about the testbench files and if the way to generate them
described in this section is technically correct.
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6 Tests with example designs

Since the Nallatech board has never been tried, a series of preliminary tests were made
to check its behaviour regarding the PCIe interface. To this end, we exploited a feature
of the QuartusR© Platform Designer which allows to generate a simple firmware, called
example design, for the PCIe Hard-IP to do some test in hardware. The generation of the
example design is done automatically.

These are the steps we followed to create a PCIe x16 example design. At first, start
by creating a new empty project, then create a new “IP variant” of the “Avalon-MM
Intel Stratix 10 Hard-IP+ for PCI Express” (which can be selected from the IP cata-
log), choose the desired settings for the IP, go to the “Example Design” tab and click
on “Generate Example Design”. More detailed information can be found in section
2.3 of this document: https://www.intel.com/content/dam/www/programmable/us/

en/pdfs/literature/ug/avmm_stratix10_hard_ip+_ug.pdf. The generated example
design contains also driver and user program for testing purposes.

We used also a PCIe x8 example design, in particular a design provided by Intel at this
page: https://community.intel.com/t5/FPGA-Wiki/Reference-Design-Gen3x8-AVMM
-DMA-Stratix-10/ta-p/735907 which comprises firmware together with driver and user
program.

In /home/ there are four folders with one example design each. s10_x8_example_

design and s10_x16_example_design are those for PCIe x8 and x16, respectively. Both
example designs were compiled with QuartusR© Pro 20.1, but later we found out that
the Built-In Self Test (BIST) preinstalled in the flash memory has been compiled with
QuartusR© Pro 18.1. Since the Stratix 10 has the SDM feature (see Sec. 2) which prevents
from loading firmware compiled with a different version of QuartusR©, we decided to re-
generate and recompile both example designs with QuartusR© Pro 18.1, although it should
be possible to load different versions by setting a jumper on the board (this, however,
requires physical access to the machine). The “18.1 version” of the example designs are
in the s10_x8_example_design_18.1 and s10_x16_example_design_18.1 folders.

After generating the example design and before compiling it, one must do the pin
assignment, that is, set a correspondence between physical pins of the FPGA and ports
of the top entity. This setting is done inside the .qsf file of the project. Pin assignment
is board-dependent and we found that the default one made by QuartusR© does not work
with our board. Therefore, we copied pin assignments from PCIe section of the BIST;
this can be found in /home/nallatech/bist_top_hp2_svn2667_basic/bist_top_hp2/

build/bist_top_hp2.qsf.
The compilation of the firmware leads to the creation of a .sof file which can be

loaded directly into the FPGA. To load it, copy it into the server with the board to
be programmed, than open (on that computer) quartus_pgmw, paying attention to its
version. This is the graphical version of the QuartusR© Programmer which can load a .sof

file into the FPGA via USB-Blaster; the Nallatech board has a built-in USB-Blaster. We
found that the Programmer from QuartusR© Pro 18.1 crashes during the loading of any
example designs, although they have been compiled with the same version of QuartusR©.
Instead, QuartusR© Pro 20.2 Programmer is able to load with success both example designs.
To start loading the firmware, click on the “Auto Detect” button and select the FPGA
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model closest to that to be programmed, click on the FPGA symbol and then on the
“Change File” button, then open the .sof file. Select the “Program/Configure” box in
the upper panel and finally click on the “Start” button. The progress bar should advance
quickly.

Driver and program to be used together with the x8 example design are in the /home/

s10_x8_example_design/avmm_dma_linux folder. Since the board was installed on a dif-
ferent machine (namely acctb01 inside the online network, called “testbed” from now on),
we copied such folder on the testbed in /usr/share/nallatech/520n_htile/s10_x8_ed.
The install script can be used to compile and load the driver. user/user is the user
program for testing. Similarly, in /home/s10_x16_example_design_18.1/avmm_bridge_

512_0_example_design/software on lhcb-hot there are driver and program related to
the x16 example design, which we copied on the testbed in /usr/share/nallatech/520n_

htile/s10_x16_ed.
Both example designs are not able to perform a DMA. An usual error is a DMA

timeout which can be seen in the user program as a DMA transaction which takes a
relatively long time; the DMA timeout is also reported in dmesg. Another issue which
can be verified, especially with the x16 design, is that read data have all bits set to 1,
regardless of previous writes to the same address. Additionally, removing the driver with
rmmod can cause a system crash.
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